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Esse3 applies themselves to the cutting edge medical technologies to provide powerful,
efficient and safe patient monitor to the medical organization. After years of development the ESM-P series
patient monitor can satisfy almost all the clinical needs of patient monitoring and is easily operated by
the medical staff.

Full-screen HO display- up to 22" 1920*1080 resolution HO screen

Wide viewing screen- can be viewed from any angles

Gesture operation - multi-touch screen supports multiple gesture operations

Auto Backlight - the screen brightness can be adjusted automatically to
adapt to the environment

Emergency mobile sever- Ensure the seamless transport monitoring and
data transfer through the entire medical care

Applicable to multiple clinical departments
Anyview P series
With the large modular slots, the ESM-P series can upgrade to multiple
high-end parameters to satisfy the needs of different clinical
departments, such as ICU, CCU, NICU, OR, ER, etc.

ESM-P series has a variety of high-end module options to meet various
clinical needs, including Masimo and Nellcor Sp02, Sidestream,
Main stream, and Micro-flow EtCo2, SunTech NIBP 815, ICG, NMT,
Masimo Rain bow, r5o2, and others modules.

The whole patient data can be transferred between all ESM-P series
patient monitors to ensure a seamless transport monitoring.

Advanced applications provide effective
clinical support
ST review
Assist clinicians to access the ST segment
elevations and depressions.

Early warning scores -EWS
EWS calculator to help clinicians track and
document signs of patient deterioration,
aiding faster and more informed.

Glasgow Coma Scale (GCS)
GCS is a neurological scale that aims to
give a reliable and objective way of
recording the state of a person’s
conscious-ness for initial as well
as subsequent assessment.
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Specifications

Model
Screen size (inch)
Resolu�on
Screen
Integrated
module slot
Lithium ba�ery

ESM-P12
12.1
1920*1080
TFT LCD touch
screen

ESM-P15
15.6
1920*1080
TFT LCD touch
screen

ESM-P18
18.5
1920*1080
TFT LCD touch
screen

ESM-P22
22
1920*1080
TFT LCD touch
screen

4

6

6
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5000 maH

5000 maH

5000 maH

5000 maH
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